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Sponsored by a grant from 3M to MIT and by the Harvard Department of Economics


February 16 (Harvard) Per Fredriksson, Southern Methodist University, and Gergely Ujhelyi, Harvard University. “Political Institutions, Interest Groups and the Ratification of Environmental Agreements.”


April 27 (MIT) Chris Timmins, Duke University, Pat Bayer, and Nathaniel Keohane, Yale University. “Mobility Constraints and the Costs of Particulate Matter.”

NOTE: The location of sessions is given in parentheses after each date. The Harvard location is Room L-332, John F. Kennedy School of Government, 79 John F. Kennedy Street. The MIT location is Room 361, Building E51, at the intersection of Amherst and Wadsworth Streets. For further information, please contact Professor Stavins’ assistant, Jennifer Shultis (617-496-8054 or jennifer_shultis@harvard.edu), Professor Greenstone’s assistant, Denise MacDougall (617-253-3971 or dmac@mit.edu), or the seminar web sites.